Abstract. We construct certain systems of elements in K 2 of some CM elliptic curves. When the classnumber of the field of CM is 1, The image of this system under the regulator map forms an euler system in the sense of Rubin [Ru].
§1. Systems of K 2 of CM elliptic curves. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. Take a Hecke character φ of K of type (1,0) and let f φ be its conductor. Let H = K(f φ ) be the ray class field of K modulo f φ . Then by ([dS] , lemma 1.4, Ch. 2) there is an elliptic curve E defined over H with complex multiplication by the ring of integers O K of K such that the Hecke character ψ associated to E is of the form ψ = φ • N H/K . We assume that E(C) is isomorphic to C/O K . Let F be the conductor of E and write f = N H/K (F). For an integral ideal m of O K E[m] denotes the group of m-torsion points of E(H). For any ideal n of O K we write H(n) for H(E[n]). Let p > 3 be a rational prime which splits in K/Q, say p = pp. We assume that p is relatively prime to F. Let a be an integer relatively prime to p. Take a function
. Let L be the set of principal prime ideals of O K relatively prime to fpa and which split completely in H. Let R be the set of ideals of O K which are divisible only by primes in L. For each m ∈ R we fix a generator x m of E[m] as an O K module so that they satisfy the relation [φ(n)]x mn = x m for any n ∈ R.
where K 2 is the Zariski sheaf associated to presheaf
and let
Noting that K 2 of number fields is torsion, it can be checked that the definition of α m is independent of choice of g a , s m and t γ . This definition is similar to the one in Chap. 7 of [Bl-Ka] .
We will state the main result.
Theorem. Let m ∈ R and let l ∈ L. Then the element α ml satisfies the following equality:
Here F r l is the Frobenius element of any prime of H over l.
proof.
First we prove (E1). When l = p and p ∤ m this holds by definition. So we assume that l|m. We will show the equality
Take functions s ml ∈ H(mlf)(E)
* ⊗ Q and s m ∈ H(mf)(E) * ⊗ Q such that div s ml = (y ml ) − (0), div s m = (y m ) − (0) respectively and such that [φ(l)] * s ml = s m . Since Gal(H(mlaf)/H(maf)) ≃ O K /l we see that
(c) − N (l)(0). Then we have the equality
Here the first equality holds by the projection formula.
Let c ∈ E[l] be a nonzero point and take a function u ∈ H(l)(E) * ⊗ Q which has the divisor (c) − (0). Let
We know that [−1] acts on this group by −1. However,
Using this fact and the projection formula we get the equality (E1).
Next we prove (E2). We will show that 
